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Odor coding of nestmate recognition in the eusocial ant
Camponotus floridanus

ABSTRACT
In eusocial ants, aggressive behaviors require the ability to
discriminate between chemical signatures such as cuticular
hydrocarbons that distinguish nestmate friends from non-nestmate
foes. It has been suggested that a mismatch between a chemical
signature (label) and the internal, neuronal representation of the colony
odor (template) leads to aggression between non-nestmates.
Moreover, a definitive demonstration that odorant receptors are
responsible for the processing of the chemical signals that regulate
nestmate recognition has thus far been lacking. To address these
issues, we have developed an aggression-based bioassay
incorporating highly selective modulators that target odorant receptor
functionality to characterize their role in nestmate recognition in the
formicine ant Camponotus floridanus. Electrophysiological studies
were used to show that exposure to either a volatilized antagonist or an
agonist eliminated or dramatically altered signaling, respectively.
Administration of these compounds to adult workers significantly
reduced aggression between non-nestmates without altering
aggression levels between nestmates. These studies provide direct
evidence that odorant receptors are indeed necessary and sufficient
for mediating aggression towards non-nestmates. Furthermore, our
observations support a hypothesis in which rejection of non-nestmates
depends on the precise decoding of chemical signatures present on
non-nestmates as opposed to the absence of any information or the
active acceptance of familiar signatures.
KEY WORDS: Social behavior, Odorant receptors, Orco, Aggression,
Olfaction

INTRODUCTION

Aggression comprises a range of important social interactions with
implications for individual behavior as well as the collective
integrity of animal societies. While hostile behaviors can be
observed throughout the Metazoa (Blanchard and Blanchard, 1977;
Hölldobler and Wilson, 1990; Ayre and Grosberg, 1995; Mitani
et al., 2010; Scheel et al., 2016), recently established experimentally
tractable eusocial insect models present an opportunity to
investigate the mechanistic basis of aggression within a social
context. In this regard, ants provide a compelling model for the
study of aggression and its triggering mechanisms. Ant colonial
lifestyles and reproductive hierarchies are maintained by aggressive
social interactions that are modulated by their ability to detect,
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discriminate between and respond to a large array of chemical cues
(Hölldobler and Wilson, 1990; Morel et al., 1988; Endler et al.,
2004; Moore and Liebig, 2010). Moreover, recent studies (Yan
et al., 2017; Trible et al., 2017) have demonstrated the value of
applying novel genetic and molecular techniques that have restricted
availability in the study of humans and other social primates.
The formicine ant Camponotus floridanus lives in colonies that
are founded by a single reproductive queen (Hölldobler and Wilson,
1990; Gadau et al., 1996). Workers nurse the queen’s offspring,
forage for food and defend nest and territory from non-nestmates
(nNMs) (Hölldobler and Wilson, 1990). Although individual
workers contribute to broader colony-level phenotypes, the
integrity of social behaviors depends on the collective actions of
the colony (Gordon, 2015). Among these social behaviors, nestmate
(NM) recognition is especially important for establishing and
maintaining discrete societal boundaries for C. floridanus and many
other species of ant (Hölldobler and Wilson, 1990). NM recognition
is a dynamic behavior that has been suggested to occur when an
individual ant compares chemically encoded ‘labels’ that it
encounters with potentially multiple neurally encoded ‘templates’
that represent its own particular global colony chemosensory
signature, whereby a mismatch between a foreign label and the
recognition templates leads to aggression between nNMs (Neupert
et al., 2018; Vander Meer and Morel, 1998; Obin and Vandermeer,
1989). The foreign label is derived, at least in part, from subtle
variations in the profile of cuticular hydrocarbons (CHCs) that
distinguish nNMs from NMs (Morel et al., 1988; Guerrieri et al.,
2009; Neupert et al., 2018).
Early genetic models provided a framework for understanding the
criteria required to assess colony membership status when
comparing the recognition template with a respective label
(Crozier and Dix, 1979). These have been broadly organized into
two categories: the gestalt model, in which label sharing between
individuals yields a distinct template based on a blend; and
individualistic models, which include requiring the exact matching
of the label to the template (‘genotype matching’), rejection of any
labels containing cues not found in the template (‘foreign-label
rejection’), and the acceptance of labels that overlap with the
template (‘habituated-label acceptance’). Similarly, there have been
efforts to elucidate the rules governing template–label matching
within a phenotypic context (Guerrieri et al., 2009; Neupert et al.,
2018; Sherman et al., 1997). These models suggest that ants
discriminate between friends and foes based on the presence and/or
absence of NM (‘desirable’) cues or nNM (‘undesirable’) cues.
While it was initially proposed that ants accept individuals if they
possess desirable cues (D-present) or if they lack undesirable cues
(U-absent) to the exclusion of all others (Sherman et al., 1997),
more recent evidence suggests that ants actively detect foes but
not friends through the detection of nNM odor cues (simple
U-present model) (Guerrieri et al., 2009). Importantly, however,
discrimination may also occur when critical components of the
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CHC profile are missing (Neupert et al., 2018). These studies
suggest that multiple templates are used to assess different labels,
and that the importance of a given component of the label varies.
While the importance of CHCs in mediating NM recognition
among ants is well established, several alternative hypotheses have
been proposed for the neuronal and molecular mechanisms allowing
ants to distinguish friends from foes (Ozaki et al., 2005; Guerrieri
et al., 2009; Brandstaetter et al., 2011; Neupert et al., 2018;
Brandstaetter and Kleineidam, 2011; Sherman et al., 1997; Crozier
and Dix, 1979). In all of these models, CHCs and other
semiochemicals are initially detected by the peripheral olfactory
sensory system, which relies on three major classes of peripheral
chemosensory receptors: odorant receptors (ORs), gustatory
receptors and ionotropic receptors. Insect ORs are expressed in
olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) housed within sensilla on the
antennae (reviewed in Suh et al., 2014), where they function as
heteromeric complexes consisting of an obligate and conserved OR
co-receptor (Orco) and at least one ‘tuning’ OR that determines
odorant (ligand) specificity (Zhou et al., 2012; Larsson et al., 2004;
Benton et al., 2006; Sato et al., 2008; Wicher et al., 2008; Jones
et al., 2011; Pask et al., 2011). Several studies have revealed a large
expansion of the OR gene family in ants and other eusocial insects
(Zhou et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2011b; Robertson
and Wanner, 2006; Bonasio et al., 2010; Wurm et al., 2011; Oxley
et al., 2014; Werren et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2011a). Members of
this chemoreceptor family detect socially relevant chemical cues
such as CHCs (Slone et al., 2017; Pask et al., 2017).
Despite the long-held appreciation for the role of CHCs and other
chemical cues in mediating NM recognition and social behaviors
in ants, little is known about the specific molecular components
of olfactory signal transduction that are active in regulating
NM recognition and the triggering of aggression toward nNMs.
Electrophysiological studies of Camponotus japonicus first
suggested that a dedicated multiporous NM recognition sensilla
exhibited an all-or-none response to nNM CHC blends but,
importantly, did not respond to NM CHC blends – thus leading to
a model in which ants are desensitized and ultimately anosmic to
their own odor cues (Ozaki et al., 2005). In contrast, recent studies
using both antennal electrophysiology and antennal lobe calcium
imaging in the related ant species C. floridanus demonstrate these
ants are capable of detecting both nNM and NM odors
(Brandstaetter et al., 2011; Brandstaetter and Kleineidam, 2011;
Sharma et al., 2015). It has been proposed that these seemingly
contradictory findings support a model in which two sensilla
subtypes – one broadly tuned to hydrocarbons and the other tuned to
specific hydrocarbons – facilitate habituation to different labels
(Bos and D’Ettorre, 2012).
The paucity of data in this regard may be attributed, at least in part,
to the challenges of targeted molecular approaches currently available
in the study of hymenopteran insects. The development of these
techniques represents an important step towards understanding the
function and evolution of the molecular mechanisms involved in
complex social behaviors such as NM recognition, with the potential
to shed light on longstanding questions within the field of social
insect biology. To begin to address this, a series of behavioral,
physiological and gene knockout studies were carried out to
characterize the relationship between ant ORs and CHCs as well as
other biologically salient chemical cues. These studies demonstrated
that CHCs and other general odorants were broadly detected across
the various OR subclades while CRISPR-mediated gene knockout of
orco resulted in alterations of both solitary and social behaviors as
well as profound neuroanatomical disruptions in the antennal lobe
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(Slone et al., 2017; Pask et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2017; Trible et al.,
2017). Taken together, these studies suggest that ORs play a critical
role not only in a diversity of behaviors but also, importantly, in ant
neural development.
We now extend these studies by employing a set of highly
specific Orco allosteric modulators to examine the role of OR
signaling in mediating NM recognition. The first member of this
unique class of pharmacological agents (known as VUAA-class
actives) was identified through high-throughput screening for small
molecule modulators of mosquito Orco/OR complexes expressed in
HEK293 cells (Jones et al., 2011; Pask et al., 2011; Rinker et al.,
2012). In subsequent studies that revealed extraordinarily narrow
structure–activity relationships, several additional VUAA-class
actives were identified and characterized that now comprise
several-more potent agonists (including VUAA4 used here), a
non-competitive antagonist (VUANT1, used here) as well as an
inactive structural analog (VUAA0, used here) (Jones et al., 2011,
2012; Rinker et al., 2012; Taylor et al., 2012; Romaine et al., 2014).
The selective potency of these modulators against Orco targets in
both volatile and non-volatile forms is conserved across a wide
range of insect orders (Jones et al., 2012; Tsitoura and Iatrou, 2016;
Tsitoura et al., 2015; Hansen et al., 2014; Sharma et al., 2015).
Indeed, VUAA–Orco interactions have recently been directly
confirmed by cryo-electron microscopy studies characterizing the
structure of an Orco tetramer from the parasitic fig wasp Apocrypta
bakeri (Butterwick et al., 2018). Importantly, single-sensillum
recordings of the female-specific basiconic sensilla in C. floridanus
have demonstrated the potency of at least one of these VUAA-class
actives, such that exposure to VUANT1 significantly reduced
olfactory responses to both a blend of hydrocarbons and cuticle
extract (Sharma et al., 2015).
The use of these unique and highly specific chemical tools allowed
us to selectively target Orco and therefore the functionality of all OR/
Orco complexes to examine NM recognition with altered OR
signaling in wild-type adult C. floridanus workers. This was an
essential aspect of our approach in light of the broad neuroanatomical
alterations that have recently been observed in the development of the
antennal lobes of Orco mutants in two ant species (Trible et al., 2017;
Yan et al., 2017), which are reasonably likely to impact olfactory
processing and behavior. Indeed, the use of volatile Orco modulators
represents a novel and requisite approach for disrupting OR
functionality in insects such as ants that require alternatives to
CRISPR-mediated targeting of pleiotropic genes such as orco (Trible
et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2017). Here, we report studies that specifically
address the odor coding of NM recognition by utilizing a novel
volatilization paradigm. In this manner, we were able to directly test
the hypotheses that aggression is triggered by the active detection and
decoding of discrete chemosensory stimuli and more specifically that
the functionality of the OR/Orco ion channel complex is necessary
for NM recognition.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ant husbandry

Nine distinct laboratory colonies of Camponotus floridanus
(Buckley 1866) originating from field collections were generously
supplied by Dr J. Liebig (Arizona State University) from the Long
Key (D242) and Sugarloaf Key (D601), and Dr S. Berger
(University of Pennsylvania) from the Fiesta Key (C6, K17, K19,
K28, K31, K34 and K39) in South Florida, USA. All colonies were
independently maintained at 25°C and ambient humidity
(approximately 70%), with a 12 h light:12 h dark photoperiod.
Each colony was provided with Bhatkar diet, crickets, 10% sucrose
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solution, and distilled water 3 times per week. Adult minor workers
were used for all experiments and were sampled from throughout the
colonies.
Ablation aggression bioassay

Tests were conducted during the Zeitgeber time (ZT) diel light cycle
between ZT2 and ZT12 at ambient room temperature and
humidity and performed using a six-well culture plate with
polytetrafluoroethylene-coated well walls (DuPont®). Individual
wells of the six-well culture plate served as distinct bioassay arenas
for behavioral trials (Fig. S1). In preparation for experiments, each
well (9.6 cm2) of the six-well culture plate was fitted with a
removable plastic divider that partitioned the well into two halves.
The six-well culture plate and dividers were sterilized using ethanol,
air dried, and positioned on top of a light box. Each individual
bioassay well utilized two adult minor ants that were selected from
either the same home colony (NMs) or two distinct colonies (nNMs).
All ants were handled wearing gloves and using sterile, soft-tipped
metal forceps, and were subsequently discarded in the freezer (−20°C)
after each bioassay to ensure each ant was used only once.
Subject ants were briefly anesthetized with CO2 before removing
their antennal flagella via an incision across the distal portion of the
scape using a clean, unused razor blade. Bilaterally ablated ants had
both flagella removed while unilaterally ablated ants had only a
single (right or left, randomly selected) flagellum removed. Shamtreated ants were anesthetized with CO2, and the razor was gently
touched to the antennae without damaging any structures.
Subsequent to ablation (or sham) treatment, ants were allowed to
recover along with similarly treated NMs for at least 2 h prior to
testing.
Prior to bioassays, two ants (NMs or nNMs) were placed into
each well arena, one in either half, and allowed 10 min to acclimate
to handling. To document normal ant behavior within each well
arena, mobility was recorded using a digital high-definition camera
(Panasonic® HC-V750) for 3 min (detailed below). The plastic
divider within each well arena was subsequently removed and all ant
interactions were again recorded for 3 min. The order in which the
treatments were conducted as well as the colony the ants were
selected from for any given trial were randomized using
RANDOM.ORG (Randomness and Integrity Services Ltd; https://
www.random.org/).
Electroantennography

Electroantennograms (EAGs) were performed using an IDAC-232
controller (Ockenfels Syntech GmbH, Buchenbach, Germany)
linked to a Windows XP computer running EAG2000 software
(Ockenfels Syntech GmbH). A set of 12×75 mm test tubes placed
atop a heat block set at 260°C containing 0.025 g of the respective
treatment compound (VUAA0, VUANT1 or VUAA4) or an empty
tube (blank control) were connected to a Syntech CS-05 stimulus
flow controller (flow rate of 1.5 cm3 s−1; Ockenfels Syntech
GmbH). Using this setup, both the constant background airflow
and the 500 ms pulse of stimulus compound contained volatilized
VU-class compounds or heated air (in the case of the blank control).
Subject ants were placed in a 20 µl disposable pipette tip that was
modified such that the tip opening was sufficiently wide to allow the
unimpeded exposure of the head and antennae. To prevent
movement of the preparation, which might reduce the signal-tonoise of the recordings, the head and mandibles of the ant were
restricted with wax. Borosilicate glass capillaries (FIL, o.d. 1.0 mm,
World Precision Instruments, Inc.) were customized for EAGs on a
P-2000 laser micro-pipette puller (Sutter Instruments), backfilled
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with 10−1 mol l−1 KCl and 0.05% PVP buffer and placed over
tungsten electrodes. A 30-gauge needle was used to puncture the
right eye to allow for insertion of the reference electrode. The
recording electrode was placed over the distal tip of the left antenna.
Decane (C10; CAS: 124-18-5, Sigma-Aldrich) was serially diluted
in hexane (0.1 , 1, 10, 20 and 200 µg µl−1). An odor cartridge was
filled with 10 µl of decane solution (or hexane alone as a solvent
control) and a handheld butane torch (BernzOmatic, Worthington
Industries, Columbus, OH, USA) was used to volatilize the decane
compound by heating the odor cartridge for 1.5 s. 4-Methyl-3heptanol (4M3H; CAS: 14979-39-6, Sigma-Aldrich) was serially
diluted in paraffin oil (10−5, 10−4, 10−3 and 10−2 mol l−1). Serial
concentrations were assayed sequentially starting with the lowest
concentration and ending with the highest concentration. Decane
responses were normalized to the hexane solvent control (set at 0)
and 4M3H responses were normalized to the paraffin oil solvent
control (set to 0) to account for changes in sensitivity and/or
antennae degradation over time throughout the assay, and these
values were used for subsequent data analysis.
Volatile Orco modulator aggression bioassay

To facilitate the administration of a continuous flow of air
containing volatilized VUAA-class compounds (all custom
synthesized as dry solids in-house at Vanderbilt University; Jones
et al., 2011, 2012; Taylor et al., 2012; Romaine et al., 2014) into the
aggression arena, bioassays were conducted in arenas consisting of
modified square plastic boxes with a total area of 85 cm2 (Pioneer
Plastics Inc.®) (Fig. S1). Mirroring the electroantennography,
conditioned air (78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen) was delivered at a
constant 34 kPa from a compressed source (Nashville Gas LLC) to
the test arena at a flow rate of approximately 50 cm3 s−1. Air was
controlled by a dual Y valve affixed to the compressed air tank
and delivered through a 12×75 mm test tube atop a heat block set at
260°C, which contained 0.025 g of the respective treatment
compound (VUAA0, VUANT1 or VUAA4) or an empty tube
(blank control) via 18 gauge needles inserted into a rubber septum
affixed to the top of the test tube. Air was cleared from the arena
through a dedicated exhaust system. Trials were recorded using a
digital high-definition camera and scored as described below.
Although two plastic tubes were affixed to the arena during the
volatilization aggression bioassays, only a single tube was actively
delivering the test compound or heated air control (Fig. S2). In each
assay, ants were acclimatized underneath 35 mm Petri dish lids
( prewashed with ethanol) for 10 min, after which the lids were
removed (allowing the ants to interact), the airflow started and the
ants’ behavior recorded for the 3 min test period. All treatment
compounds were randomized and coded independently such that the
investigator was blind to the treatment identity. Furthermore,
the sequential order in which the compounds were tested as well as
the colony from which the ants were selected for any given trial were
randomized using RANDOM.ORG.
Aggression bioassay scoring

Digital video recordings of all bioassays were viewed post hoc and
aggression incidents manually scored for analyses. Trials in which
ants did not interact (N=23), were disrupted physically during
removal of the plastic barrier (N=5) or appeared injured/
unconscious at trial onset (N=3) were discarded from further
analyses along with their respective mobility controls in the case of
the antennal ablation bioassays. These interactions were scored by
three independent, blinded observers at 10 s intervals using a binary
scale such that aggression either did or did not occur (a score of 1 or
3
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0, respectively). Prior to scoring, each observer was trained to
recognize ‘aggression’ as instances in which one or both ants were
lunging, biting or dragging one another. Each 10 s time interval was
scored as either containing an instance of aggression or not to
establish the proportion of time the ants were engaged in aggressive
behavior. An aggression index was calculated by dividing the
number of observed acts of aggression by the total number of
observed time intervals. The mean aggression index of each video
recording across all three independent scores was used for
subsequent statistical analysis.
Mobility control parameters

Mobility control videos were analyzed using an automated tracking
software package (EthoVision® XT v8.5, Noldus Information
Technology, Wageningen, The Netherlands) to calculate total
distance traveled (cm), time spent moving (%) and the frequency of
rotations (count). Time spent moving/not moving was calculated
with thresholds of 0.30 cm s−1 (start velocity) and 0.20 cm s−1 (stop
velocity) as determined by the EthoVision® XT software with an
averaging interval of 1 sample. A single rotation was defined as a
cumulative turn angle of 90 deg over a distance of 1.00 cm. Turns in
the opposite direction of less than 45 deg were ignored. The sum of
both clockwise and counterclockwise rotations was used to
determine rotational frequency. Trials in which the subject ant
was not found for at least 95% of the recording were discarded
(N=15).
Mechanically evoked biting and mandible opening response
(BMOR) bioassay

To determine whether disrupting Orco-mediated olfactory signaling
broadly disrupted aggression in a non-social context, individual
adult minor workers were briefly anesthetized with CO2 before
being secured with wax in a modified 200 µl pipette tip such that the
head and antennae were accessible. The ants were allowed to
acclimate for 10 min before being exposed to a continuous flow of
heated air alone or volatilized VU-class compounds as described
above for the volatile Orco modulator aggression bioassays.
A clean, ethanol-washed 3.61/0.4 g Von Frey hair filament
(Baseline® Fold-Up™ Monofilaments item no. 12-1741,
Fabrication Enterprises Inc., White Plains, NY, USA) was then
gently brushed along the anterior portion of the ant’s head from the
ventral to the dorsal side 5 times. Aggression was scored by six
independent, blinded observers on a binary scale such that biting or
attempting to bite the filament or wide opening of the mandibles (i.e.
the mandibles were opened beyond parallel) either did (score of 1) or
did not (score of 0) occur during the duration of the trial. An
aggression index was calculated by taking the average score across all
observers and used for subsequent statistical analysis. Trials in which
the ants did not recover from the CO2 treatment were discarded.
Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism v8.0.0
(GraphPad Software, Inc.). For the aggression bioassays, a two-way
ANOVA was first performed followed by Holm–Šidák’s multiple
comparisons test to compare NM versus nNM aggression as well as
aggression across antennal treatments. For the antennal ablation
mobility controls as well as the BMOR bioassays, a Kruskal–Wallis
test was performed followed by Dunn’s correction for multiple
comparisons. As the volatilization mobility controls had matched
samples across different time points, a repeated measures two-way
ANOVA with the Greenhouse–Geisser correction for violations of
sphericity was performed. For the electroantennography, linear
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regression analysis was used to test whether the best-fit slope
differed significantly from 0 (i.e. a straight line with no dose
response). The response to the solvent control (i.e. no decane or
4M3H) was normalized to 0 mV; therefore, the Y-intercept was
constrained to X=0, Y=0. The inclusion and exclusion criteria for all
samples was pre-established. The number of replicates for each
study was as follows: ablation aggression bioassays N=6–10;
mobility controls (ablation) N=24–29; volatile Orco modulator
aggression bioassays N=10–12; volatile Orco modulator BMOR
bioassay N=10–11; mobility controls (volatilization) N=7–9;
electroantennography N=5–6. Information regarding the statistical
test performed and the results from these analyses are detailed in
Table S1.
RESULTS
NM recognition requires antennal signaling

The initial phase of this study was to develop an olfactory-based
NM recognition bioassay in which two ants – NMs from the same
home colony or nNMs from two different colonies – were able to
interact with one another after an acclimation period (Fig. 1A). To
this end, we initially took a broad approach to assess the role of
olfactory signaling in modulating NM/nNM aggression in the
context of pairwise trials conducted using adult C. floridanus minor
worker ants with either unilateral or bilateral antennal ablation. As it
has long been established that antennal ablation decreases
aggression between nNMs (Forel, 1928; Wang et al., 2016), these
assays were undertaken to validate our experimental design. In these
studies, both control C. floridanus workers (t=4.404, P=0.0001) and
those that had undergone unilateral ablation (t=5.438, P<0.0001)
were able to routinely discriminate nNMs from NMs and display
only nNM aggression (two-way ANOVA with Holm–Šidák’s
multiple comparisons test) (Fig. 1B; Table S1). In contrast, ants
with bilateral antennal ablation displayed a significant and indeed
near-complete reduction in aggression against nNMs (t=3.384,
P=0.003). These data are consistent with the widely reported ability
of C. floridanus workers to robustly discriminate between nNMs
and NMs and supports the hypothesis that their chemosensory
apparatus is required to recognize and trigger aggression against
nNMs (Hölldobler and Wilson, 1990; Morel et al., 1988; Leonhardt
et al., 2007; Guerrieri et al., 2009; Ozaki et al., 2005; Brandstaetter
et al., 2011; Slone et al., 2017; Pask et al., 2017; Neupert et al.,
2018; Forel, 1928; Wang et al., 2016).
To further control for potentially confounding variables –
including the outright death or incapacitation of the ants due to
the damage sustained from the ablations – we measured a number of
other behavioral indicators including total distance traveled,
percentage of time spent moving/not moving and the frequency of
rotations using an automated tracking program (see Materials and
Methods). Here, the activity of a single ant was recorded for 3 min
immediately following the 10 min acclimation period and preceding
the ablation aggression bioassays (Fig. 1A). These assays revealed
no significant difference between the sham control and the ablation
treatments (Fig. 1C–E; Table S1). Treated ants were able to recover
from the injury and retain fundamental aspects of mobility, and
unilaterally ablated workers kept the ability to discriminate between
NMs and nNMs. This suggests that the decrease in aggression was
likely due to the absence of antennae-mediated signaling as opposed
to confounding variables introduced by the ablation treatment.
However, as the removal of the antennae disrupts a broad range of
both mechanoreceptors and chemoreceptors (Nakanishi et al.,
2009), a more targeted approach was required to assess the specific
function of OR-dependent chemoreceptor signaling in this context.
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NM recognition is an active, OR-dependent process

In order to further examine this process within the narrow context of
assessing the role of ORs in NM recognition and aggression, we
adapted our bioassay to incorporate the sustained volatile
administration of a set of highly specific Orco allosteric modulators
(Fig. 2A; Fig. S1).
While the use of certain VUAA-class actives has already been
shown to disrupt OR-mediated detection of a blend of hydrocarbons
(C7–C40) and cuticle extract (Sharma et al., 2015), we sought to
validate the efficacy of these compounds in the context of our
experimental setup where they were delivered within a constant
background airflow to our aggression bioassay arena. We performed
EAGs to assess whole-antennal responses to several concentrations
of the hydrocarbon decane (C10) as well as 4M3H in adult workers
exposed to heated air (blank control) or volatilized compound
(Fig. 2A). These two compounds were chosen because they elicited
strong responses in the basiconic sensilla, which presumably
contains many OR-expressing neurons (Sharma et al., 2015;
McKenzie et al., 2016).
For decane, we observed similar dose-dependent responses with
our blank control and VUAA0 treatment (Fig. 2B,D,E). Indeed,
linear regression analysis revealed that the slope of the blank control
(F1,24=11.39, P=0.0025) and that of VUAA0 (F1,24=25.31,
P<0.0001) were significantly different from 0 (i.e. a flat line)
(Fig. 2B; Table S1). Consistent with expectations, the slope of
VUANT1 was not significantly different from 0 (Fig. 2B,F;
Table S1), suggesting that exposure to this compound completely
eliminated dose-dependent detection of decane. Volatile

administration of VUAA4 also disrupted hydrocarbon detection;
however, it did not eliminate OR signaling. Rather, it displayed a
muted and partially dose-dependent response with seemingly static,
yet low, responsiveness at higher concentrations (Fig. 2B,G). These
effects are likely the result of broad ORN desensitization after
prolonged exposure to this potent Orco agonist. Nevertheless, the
slope of VUAA4 was significantly different from 0 (F1,24=0.0320,
P=0.032) (Fig. 2B; Table S1), suggesting that dose-dependent
hydrocarbon detection and ORN firing still occur albeit not in the
same manner as the controls. With regard to 4M3H, we again
observed similar dose-dependent responses in the blank control
(F1,23=22.58, P<0.0001) and VUAA0 (F1,23=42.11, P<0.0001),
and these responses were eliminated in the VUANT1 treatment
(Fig. 2C,H–J). Responses to VUAA4, however, were substantially
increased (Fig. 2C,K). These elevated responses are consistent with
the expected role of VUAA4 as an Orco agonist. These observations
highlight the profound effects that acute volatile administration of
VUAA4 has on olfactory signaling. Taken together, these data foster
the view that ambiguous/altered odor coding results from a
combination of both cryptic activation and desensitization of
ORNs. Furthermore, responses to odorants were not completely
eliminated but nevertheless deviate from control responses.
Altogether, these studies demonstrate that VUAA-class actives
disrupt Orco-mediated olfactory signal transduction in ants.
Using this newly established volatilization paradigm, we then
sought to determine the precise role of OR signaling in mediating
aggression towards nNMs. Ants taken from across nine independent
colonies exposed to either Orco modulator (VUANT1 or VUAA4)
5
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Fig. 1. Aggression and mobility responses of adult minor workers following antennal ablation. Sham, control; UA, unilateral ablation; BA, bilateral ablation.
(A) Schematic representation of the ablation bioassay depicting the acclimation period (left), mobility controls (center) and aggression bioassay (right). (B)
Bilateral antennal ablation significantly reduced non-nestmate (nNM, red) aggression compared with the sham control. Black, nestmates (NMs). Two-way ANOVA
with Holm–Š idá k’s multiple comparisons test (biological replicates: sham NMs N=9, sham nNMs N=10, UA NMs N=10, UA nNMs N=9, BA NMs N=6, BA nNMs
N=6). (C–E) There was no significant difference in mobility between the sham control and the ablation treatments, as assessed by distance traveled (C), time
spent moving (D) and rotation frequency (E). Kruskal–Wallis test (biological replicates: sham and UA N=29, BA N=24). Bars display mean; error bars display
s.e.m. Asterisks indicate significance: **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001. n.s., not significant.
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Fig. 2. Electrophysiological responses of adult minor workers to decane or 4M3H under different background airflow conditions. (A) Schematic diagram
of the electroantennogram apparatus. (B,C) Best-fit lines derived from the solvent (hexane or paraffin oil) normalized responses to serial concentrations of decane
(D–G) or 4M3H (H–K), respectively, for blank (control, heated air alone), VUAA0 (inert chemical analog control), VUANT1 (Orco antagonist) and VUAA4 (Orco
agonist) backgrounds. The slope of the best-fit line for blank, VUAA0 and VUAA4 for both decane and 4M3H was significantly different from 0. Linear regression
(biological replicates: decane blank N=5, VUAA0 N=5, VUANT1 N=6, VUAA4 N=5; 4M3H blank N=6, VUAA0 N=6, VUANT1 N=5, VUAA4 N=5; see Table S1).
Points display mean; error bars display s.e.m.

displayed a significant reduction, and indeed a near-complete
elimination, of aggression towards nNMs (two-way ANOVA with
Holm−Šidák’s multiple comparisons test; VUANT1: t=2.372,
P=0.0399; VUAA4: t=3.466, P=0.0026) (Fig. 3A; Table S1).
Importantly, ants treated with either the Orco agonist or the Orco
antagonist displayed no significant difference in their responses to
NMs. This lack of misdirected aggression toward NMs as well as the
failure to correctly attack nNMs in ants treated with these highly
selective Orco/OR modulators demonstrates that, in C. floridanus,
aggression is specifically mediated by the OR-dependent detection
of specific and unambiguous odor cue signatures from nNM foes
rather than the general absence or incorrect processing of familiar
signatures of NM friends.

Furthermore, in order to assess whether the disruption of OR
signaling reduced aggression within the narrow social context of
NM recognition or alternatively acted to broadly inhibit aggressive
behaviors, we conducted parallel bioassays that utilized mechanical
rather than chemical stimuli to evoke aggression. Using a modified
aggression bioassay based on previous methods (see Guerrieri and
D’Ettorre, 2008; Gospocic et al., 2017), individual ants were
challenged with a chemically neutral mechanical stimulus (i.e. a
clean Von Frey filament) and subsequently scored for biting
responses as well as wide opening of the mandibles as indicators of
aggression. Importantly, as there was no significant difference in
aggression among the various treatment groups (Fig. S2), we could
conclude that disrupting Orco-mediated olfactory signaling did not
6
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generally inhibit aggressive responses in C. floridanus but instead
specifically impacted workers’ ability to discriminate NMs from
nNMs and aggressively respond to the latter.
In order to further control for potentially confounding variables in
response to these volatilization treatments, the activity of a single ant
was recorded immediately following a 10 min acclimation period.
These trials consisted of a continuous 9 min bioassay separated into
three 3 min segments. During the first segment, the ants were
exposed to a continuous flow of untreated air (‘acclimation’); for the
second segment, the ants were exposed to a continuous flow of
volatilized VUAA-class active or untreated air in the case of the
blank control using the same parameters established for the
volatilization aggression bioassay (‘treatment’); and during the
third segment, the ants were again exposed to a continuous flow of
untreated air (‘recovery’). A Y-junction connected to the
compressed air tank alternated between the empty test tube during
the acclimation and recovery phases and the treatment or blank tube
during the treatment phase. An examination of overall mobility
parameters revealed no significant interaction effect when
comparing control ants and ants treated with either the Orco
agonist or Orco antagonist before, during or after exposure to each
treatment (Fig. 3B–D; Table S1).
DISCUSSION

In ants and other eusocial insects, NM recognition depends on the
ability to discriminate between self (NMs) and non-self (nNMs)
(reviewed in Sturgis and Gordon, 2012). While it is clear that these
aggressive responses are mediated by the detection of chemical cues
on the cuticle (Morel et al., 1988; Guerrieri et al., 2009; Leonhardt
et al., 2007; Neupert et al., 2018), the precise molecular mechanisms
responsible for the detection and coding of that information within
the olfactory system have remained ambiguous. Previous studies
have demonstrated that the antennae are required for eliciting
aggressive behaviors towards nNMs (Wang et al., 2016; Forel,
1928). Therefore, we took a conservative approach to validate our
aggression bioassay within the context of antennal ablations
(Fig. 1). Once established, this experimental paradigm was further
adapted to accommodate the sustained volatile administration of
VUAA-class Orco modulators to test the hypothesis that NM
recognition in adult C. floridanus workers is solely dependent upon
OR-based olfactory signaling as well as facilitate the

characterization of odor coding in this process. Because of the
broad developmental defects that result from the loss of Orco in
other ant systems (Trible et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2017), these
pharmacological tools provide a unique opportunity to acutely
examine the role of OR-based signaling in a wild-type adult nervous
system. At the same time, in light of the obligate co-localization of
Orco together with tuning ORs in every insect ORN (Larsson et al.,
2004; Jones et al., 2005; Taylor et al., 2012), exposure to Orco
modulators is expected to have profound and widespread effects.
As previously observed in other contexts (Sharma et al., 2015),
treatment with the VUANT1 antagonist effectively silenced all
Orco/OR complexes and prevented the generation of any
interpretable signal (Fig. 2). In the case of the VUAA4 Orco
agonist, activation of all Orco/OR complexes led to either the
activation of ORNs or a broad desensitization resulting in disrupted
signaling (Fig. 2) that we postulate effectively generates an
uninterpretable or ‘confused’ coding signal. In either case, the
lack of any odor signal or the presence of imprecise odor cues that
are expected after treatment with an Orco antagonist or agonist,
respectively, were both equally insufficient to elicit aggression
between nNMs (Fig. 3).
The observation that an Orco antagonist decreases aggression
between nNMs is broadly consistent with a simple U-present
rejection model and supports the view that ants are not actively
recognizing friends (Guerrieri et al., 2009; van Zweden and
D’Ettorre, 2010). However, the finding that an Orco agonist,
which would be expected to generate a signal different from that of
the endogenous template, would also decrease aggression between
nNMs rather than increase aggression between NMs suggests that
the simple presence of foreign yet imprecise cues is also insufficient
to elicit aggression. These studies therefore support a model in
which an unambiguous triggering stimulus must be precisely
detected in order to evoke aggression. We propose that the
recognition mechanism in C. floridanus occurs via a lock-and-key
mechanism whereby the specific parameters of the foreign chemical
label key, defined by the combinatorial presence and/or absence of
salient odor cues, must be precisely decoded by an OR-mediated
lock (Fig. 4). Under the assumption that a precise nNM label is
compared with a neuronal template (of which many may exist), we
conclude that ants may identify nNMs in two different ways which
are not necessarily mutually exclusive. (1) As with previous models,
7
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Fig. 3. Aggression and mobility responses of adult minor workers during exposure to volatilization treatments. (A) Disrupting Orco-mediated olfactory
signal transduction significantly reduced aggression towards nNMs (red). Black, NMs. Two-way ANOVA with Holm–Š idá k’s multiple comparisons test (biological
replicates: blank NMs N=10, nNMs N=12; VUAA0 NMs N=10, nNMs N=11; VUANT1 NMs N=12, nNMs N=10; VUAA4 NMs N=10, nNMs N=12). (B–D) There was
no significant interaction between treatments across the mobility parameters tested (acclimation, blue; treatment, yellow; recovery, green). RM two-way ANOVA
with Greenhouse–Geisser epsilon (biological replicates: blank N=8, VUAA0 N=8, VUANT1 N=7, VUAA4 N=9). Bars display mean; error bars display s.e.m.
Asterisks indicate significance: *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. n.s., not significant.
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Odorant receptors

Orco antagonist

Orco agonist

Precise trigger
Fig. 4. Lock-and-key model of nNM recognition and aggression. The
triggering stimuli, represented by the teeth on a key, must be precisely detected
by the OR tumblers in the lock. OR-dependent recognition of nNM cues leads
to aggression against foes (green open lock); however, blocking ORdependent recognition of NM/nNM cues does not lead to aggression, nor does
the presence of an ambiguous chemical cue (closed red locks).

unfamiliar nNM labels are compared with a familiar NM template
and the dissimilarity between the two leads to aggression (Neupert
et al., 2018; Vander Meer and Morel, 1998; Obin and Vandermeer,
1989). However, given that neither VUANT1 nor VUAA4 elicited
aggression, this dissimilarity must be constrained in some way with
bounded thresholds wherein the label must be sufficiently different
from the template but not so different as to be ambiguous. (2) If
unfamiliar nNM labels are compared with intruder templates that
represent odor profiles which should be rejected from the colony
and a certain level of precision between the label and template is
required to elicit aggression, then we would similarly expect both
VUANT1 and VUAA4 to decrease aggression between nNMs.
Furthermore, these data suggest that, when faced with some level
of uncertainty, C. floridanus workers default towards acceptance
rather than rejection. Over and above the benefits of conserving
energy by avoiding potentially unnecessary aggression, for ants that
spend the majority of their life cycle within colonies where they are
more likely to encounter NMs than nNMs, this strategy may also
reduce acceptance errors and therefore increase overall colony
fitness (Reeve, 1989). It will be interesting to determine whether
similar processes occur across worker behavioral task groups that
may spend more time outside the nest (i.e. scouts and foragers) or
whether different recognition methods have evolved across castes
and/or species.
Our data definitively demonstrate that Orco/OR-mediated
signaling is necessary for mediating aggression towards nNMs in
C. floridanus and moreover excludes the sufficiency of other
signaling pathways and sensory modalities in this context. These
results are consistent with previous literature suggesting that
aggression-mediated NM recognition may be more appropriately
described as nNM recognition (Guerrieri et al., 2009; van Zweden
and D’Ettorre, 2010). While the roles of individual ant ORs or
specific subsets of ORs in nNM recognition remain to be elucidated,
the combinatorial interactions among specialized ORs (Slone et al.,
2017; Pask et al., 2017), the plasticity of the neuronal templates
(Neupert et al., 2018; Leonhardt et al., 2007), the similarly diverse
and plastic labels (Vander Meer et al., 1989; Wagner et al., 1998;

Kaib et al., 2000; Nascimento et al., 2013), and the observation that
repeated stimulation with colony odors produced variable response
patterns in the antennal lobe (Brandstaetter et al., 2011) are likely to
make those studies extremely challenging. Nevertheless, the
demonstration that precise and unambiguous OR-based coding is
necessary for ants to distinguish foe from friend represents a
significant advance to link the longstanding interest in social insect
behavior with more recent studies detailing the evolutionary
complexity of the insect olfactory system (Hölldobler and Wilson,
1990; Zhou et al., 2012, 2015).
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